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Executive summary 
The competency directory is an Open Source development published, maintained and operated by 
the Open Virtual Mobility project. One instance is available at http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu, 
which provides a web interface to the 33 competency and skill definitions of the Open Virtual 
Mobility skills framework. This document includes the methodology description and results of 
requirement analysis and the desired functionality. Additionally, it describes the setup of own 
instances using the Open Source code, explains the functionality and usage of the web frontend 
including the benefits of the unique deep links to entries which can be used as referencing URLs to 
either see the website or fetch machine readable data in JSON-LD format about the competencies. 
Overall, this document provides several guidelines to set up and use the competency directory, 
especially in use with Open Badges. 

What are the objectives of this paper? 
● Report on the requirement analysis and decisions made 
● Guidelines on setup of competency directory 
● Manual of competency directory 

Who is this paper for? 
● Technicians interested in a.) using semantic competency definitions or b.) setting up an own 

competency directory. 
● Pedagogues and didacticians interested in the technical infrastructure behind semantic 

competency definitions. 

What topics are addressed in this paper? 
Requirements, Functionality, Setup, REST API, Frontend, Languages, References, IRIs, Manual, Open 
Badges 

Contributors 
● Johannes Konert, Beuth University of Applied Sciences, Germany 
● Vlad Mihaescu, Centrul Multimedia, Universitatea Politehnica Timisoara, Romania 
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1. Aims and Scope 
This document should serve as a summary and overview document, based on a retrospective in the 
conducted project and its results with a focus on the O3.A1 Competency Directory designed, 
created, running and integrated into the infrastructure of the Open Virtual Mobility project. The 
summarized requirement analysis sheds light on the decisions taken. The guideline should serve as 
a step-by-step manual for interested parties to use the competency directory on their own. Two 
scenarios are possible: First, download, installation and setup of the Open Source1 release of the 
competency directory to provide own semantically cross-referenced competency definitions (of 
whatever competency framework). Second, use of the existing, maintained and running 
competency directory at http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu with currently 33 entries of relevant 
competencies for virtual mobility as defined in the project Output 1. 
In both scenarios the REST API can be used to directly reference the competency definitions from 
anywhere by unique URLs. As an example, the use with Open Badge Standard 2.0 (alignment field) is 
described.  
For details about the semantic vocabulary used, the REST-API endpoints and the overall system 
structure refer to former documents, e.g. O3-A1.3 Competency directory - functional prototype. 

2. Requirement analysis methodology and results 

2.1 Requirement analysis 
The collection of requirements to the competency directory were described in the prior document 
O3-A1.1  (see Appendix A1 Survey items for requirements analysis). The survey among all partner 
organizations was conducted as an online survey based on Google Sheets between 12.03.-
12.04.2018. Six participants responded. 

Survey results 
The resulting answers are encoded as [-1 I disagree to have that in the project, 0 not needed, 1 
optional but useful, 2 needed uncritical, 3 definitely needed] and were summed up per item2. The 
result, ranked by sum, is shown in Table 1. 
  

 
1 https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory 
2 The four Likert scale values have a number and a text value and are thus classified as ordinal values, but not strictly 
intervals. The calculation of sums is thus not a robust reliable measure to build upon. Therefore, interested readers find 
the raw answers in Appendix A2 Survey result table. The sum is used only as an indicator and basis for the sorting and 
discussion. We refrain from calculating standard deviations or distances. 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu/
https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory
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Table 1: Ranked requirements from survey. Colored in green are the candidates which are kept as requirements, in 
yellow are optional non-critical requirements, in red are those dropped. 

ID Requirement(s) SUM 
C1  R1  list of all competencies 18 
C2  R2  search by keyword 17 
C3  levels (as advancements in ~same~ competency) 17 
C4  R3  unique URL to individual competency 17 
C5  R4  multi-language support (other interfaces than English) 16 
C6  R5  direct access by ID 15 
C7  R14  browsing by exploring search results … 15 
C8  R6  description (for each competency) 15 
C9  R7  cross-referencing of competencies (similarity, includes, ..) within the VM 

competency framework 15 
C10  R15  competency management (adding, editing, …) 14 
C11  search by framework 14 
C12   synchronization/copy of the competency framework into Moodle 14 
C13  R16  direct editing of competencies (add, edit, remove) 13 
C14  mobile interface support (small displays) 13 
C15  R8  search by existing language translation 13 
C16  criteria definitions for a competency 13 
C17  R9  low latency on response to requests (<200ms) 13 
C18  R10  encrypted communication via HTTPS 13 
C19  R11  REST-Level 2 conform HTTP-API 13 
C20  R12  JSON-LD format for input/output 13 
C21  R13  multi-language support for competency definitions (same competency in 

x languages) 12 
C22  R17  reference editing (similar/contains/prerequisite ..) 12 
C23  R18  translation support (web interface) 12 
C24  cross-referencing of competencies with other frameworks 12 
C25  evidence definitions for a competency … 12 
C26  identity management (login, credentials) 11 
C27  read/write to an xAPI 11 
C28  role management (for limited editing, reading of competencies) 10 
C29  multiple competency framework support 10 
C30  search by country of origin (of the framework) 10 
C31  Service Level Agreement (SLA) as accessibility of a high level (95%) 10 
C32  assertion management (sets of competencies per user) 9 
C33  RDFa format for input/output 9 
C34  import of complete other competency frameworks from different sources 8 
C35  SOAP WebService conform HTTP-API 8 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
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Discussion and prioritization 
Table 1 was amended by an ID for easier reference in the text. All possible candidates for 
requirements are named C1-C25. The candidates which are copied as a requirement for the 
competency directory are given additional IDs R1-R18. Must-Have requirements of higher priority 
are marked green (R1-R13) and the requirements which are not essential and nice-to-have (lower 
priority) are marked yellow (R14-18). 
Before the list of requirements R1-18 was finalized the raw survey results were presented in a 
transnational partner meeting in Timisoara (24.09.2018). For some of the items, the rated 
importance and sum values were quite surprising, for the author of this document as well as for the 
partner members present. Likewise, for some items, the range of ratings spread the full spectrum 
from -1 (I disagree to have that in the project) to 3 (definitely needed), as listed in earlier 
publication O3.A1.3--Appendix A2 Survey result table.  
In the following all lower or non-prioritized candidates are briefly discussed, as they are later not 
taken into consideration any more (marked yellow and red in Table 1). 

C3: levels (as advancements in ~same~ competency) 
C3 was rejected as the competency framework created for open virtual mobility skills (Output O1) 
contains no levels. Additionally, the European Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations 
Framework (ESCO) has no levels in its scheme3. During discussion, all partners agreed that instead 
of levels, the (existing) concept of references of type “is a prerequisite of” is used. 

C11: search by framework 
The competency directory will merely contain competency definitions of one framework – the open 
virtual mobility competency framework. It could technically support cross-referencing to external 
frameworks (e.g. ESCO)(C24), but all organizations’ members at the meeting agreed that this is not 
a needed requirement for any of the outputs (O1-O7). 

C12: synchronization/copy of the competency framework into Moodle 
As neither the eAssessment parts (O4) nor the OERs or MOOC sections (O6) will cross-reference 
directly to the competency areas or individual skill-sets of the open virtual mobility framework 
(from O1) there is no use for the project consortium of having a copy or synchronization of the 
competency definitions from the competency directory into Moodle competency lists. 

C14: mobile interface support (small displays) 
The competency directory will not be used by end-users, but primarily by project partners while 
defining open badges. During the badge design a screen with high resolution is used to fill all the 
references and text fields for a badge. In this scenario, from the found (C2) competency definitions 
(C8) the unique URLs are copied (C4/C6) into the AlignmentObject4 field(s) of the Open Badge 
standard. No mobile (smartphone) support of the user-interface is required (even though most 
web-design approaches implement a mobile-first approach anyway).  

 
3 https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Skills_pillar , last accessed 05.03.2019 (currently with breaking changes in 
newer versions unfortunately) 
4 https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Alignment, last accessed 05.03.2019 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Skills_pillar
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Alignment
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C16: criteria definitions for a competency 
Like C25 (evidence definitions for a competency) criteria are needed to decide whether or not an 
individual has shown the competency, and this can receive a certificate for it. The competency 
directory is meant to list competencies for open virtual mobility with as few context dependencies 
as possible. Listing of criteria to fulfill for a certain competency (or listing of evidence needed to be 
shown) is beyond that scope and should better be defined in the context (e.g. OER, MOOC or 
assessment) where the learner wants to proof his competency and needs to fulfill certain 
requirements (criteria to pass, evidence to show). 
 
The following candidates are all related to editing competency definitions or extending the existing 
framework. All discussion partners agreed that this would be nice-to-have, but practically there is 
no need for editing functionality as the resulting competency framework from Output O1 has been 
created based on the group concept mapping with many experts and the partnership does not 
expect to change the definition in near future. 

  C10  R15 (competency management (adding, editing, …)) 
  C13  R16 (direct editing of competencies (add, edit, remove)) 
  C22  R17 (reference editing (similar/contains/prerequisite) 
  C23  R18 (translation support (web)) 

 
All other candidates (C26-C35) received a score below 12 and were agreed during the transnational 
partner meeting to be not considered for implementation. 

2.2 Desired functionality of the prototypical implementation 
The derived list of requirements (without any priority indicated by the order) is: 

  R1  list of all competencies 
  R2  search by keyword 
  R3  unique URL to individual competency 
  R4  multi-language support (other interfaces than English) 
  R5  direct access by ID 
  R6  description (for each competency) 
  R7  cross-referencing of competencies (similarity, includes, ..) within the VM 

  competency framework 
  R8  search by existing language translation 
  R9  low latency on response to requests (<200ms) 
  R10  encrypted communication via HTTPS 
  R11  REST-Level 2 conform HTTP-API 
  R12  JSON-LD format for input/output 
  R13  multi-language support for competency definitions (same competency in x 

languages) 
 
  

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
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The list of optional, nice to have functionalities is: 
  R14  browsing by exploring search results … 
  R15  competency management (adding, editing, …) 
  R16  direct editing of competencies (add, edit, remove) 
  R17  reference editing (similar/contains/prerequisite ..) 
  R18  translation support (web interface) 

 
From these, in the final prototype, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R11, R12, R13, R14 have 
been implemented and are available in the running prototype. 
 

• Optional R10 (HTTPS based communication) is yet missing, but if needed, easy to add by 
free-to-use HTTPS-certificate solutions for the node.js server base5. 

• Optional R15, R16, R17 (editing) themselves are implemented and functional, but as no 
proper user authentication could be finished, these were not yet integrated (but source 
code is published), see section 4 comment on editor functionality for details. 

• Optional R18 (translation support) was not implemented due to project budget limitations. 

3. Guideline on setup of own competency directory 
Note: Readers interested in the discussion of related work, design process and decisions on the 
technologies chosen, are recommended to read earlier publication O3.A1.2 and O3.A1.3, available 
on the project website6 

3.1 System setup requirements 
The competency directory code can be run on any machine that supports Docker containers. Thus, 
install the Docker Engine7 and Docker Compose8 on your system. The source code itself needs 
NodeJS to serve the REST-API and to build the REACT-frontend. Install NodeJS v129 or higher. 
Additionally, it is recommended to have GIT version control installed10 to fetch and update the 
source code directly from the repository. Alternatively, it can be downloaded manually. 

3.2. Fetch the source code 
The current repository of the competency directory can be found at GitHub1. Either use the 
command 
git clone https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory.git  
or manually download the ZIP11 and unpack it. The benefit of using GIT is an easy update to the 
latest source code version by the command git pull which keeps your local changes, e.g. to 
configuration files or database. You should see at least the files and directories shown in Figure 1. 

 
5 https://letsencrypt.org/ 
6 https://openvirtualmobility.eu  
7 https://docs.docker.com/install/ 
8 https://docs.docker.com/compose/install/ 
9 https://nodejs.org/en/download/ 
10 https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-Installing-Git 
11 https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory/archive/master.zip 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
https://letsencrypt.org/
https://openvirtualmobility.eu/
https://docs.docker.com/install/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/install/
https://nodejs.org/en/download/
https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-Installing-Git
https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory/archive/master.zip
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Figure 1: Source code of competency directory components (file/dir listing) 

 

3.3 Build a fresh version of the frontend UI 
Change into directory \framework-ui\ and run npm install. It takes a while to fetch all needed 
modules. Afterwards run npm run build. This will create the folder .\build within the folder 
\framework-ui\. Copy the whole folder build into the folder \framework-api\src\. 

Why? Originally the frontend was running as an independent component, but this caused issues with 
port forwarding and JavaScripts. Currently the best solution is to let the server, which provides the 
REST-API, deliver the frontend as well. This is automatically done when you copy your build to the 
framework-api\src folder (afterwards there is a folder framework-api\src\build\ with all these files). 

3.4 Build the API-backend server 
Change into folder \framework-api\ and run npm install. This will fetch all modules needed 
for the server backend. 

3.5 Edit configuration 
In the file \framework-api\src\config.json you need to change the currently set base URL 
to your server’s URL. The format is as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: config.json to set the base URL of the server 

For security reasons change in the same file as well the password for your neo4j database-
connection (from “blabla” to something secure). The same password needs to be set in your 
settings for docker-compose and the docker configuration for the database itself (see next section). 

3.6 Edit docker-compose configuration 
The file \docker-compose.yml contains the major information about which docker containers 
should be run and on which ports they will be available. As you see in Figure 3, you need to set the 
same password for the neo4j connection here (which is then used to create this neo4j authorization 
that is used by the server API from step 2.5 above). 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
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Figure 3: docker-compose.yml file (here you need to change the password for neo4j database as well) 

In the same manner, edit the Dockerfile for the docker container of the database itself in folder 
\framework-database\ and change the password accordingly to the same one as above. 
 

 
Figure 4: Dockerfile of \framework-database\ which is the third place to set the DB password 

Be informed that the Dockerfile password is only read and used once on first startup (creation) 
of the docker container. In case you change it later, e.g. after testing the default settings, it won’t be 
changed and connection to DB fails. Then, the fastest way is to simply delete the container named 
framework-database and let docker-compose recreate it (see next section about running the 
server with docker-compose). 
  

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
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3.7 Run the server 
In your main installation folder (same level as the docker-compose.yml file) run the command 
docker-compose up -d 
Your server is now available on port 3000. You can use a REST-API client like Postman or a web 
browser like Chrome to check if the server is running. 
If you want to stop the containers, run  
docker-compose stop 

Note: For security reasons it is recommendable to use a webserver proxy as a HTTP service 
on a public domain server which accepts the HTTP requests (usually on port 80), forwards 
them internally to your local machine (that runs the competency directory on port 3000) and 
sends back the response to the client system. We recommend using Apache2 Reverse 
Proxy12. 

4. Manual of using the existing competency directory 
When you access the web frontend the first time via a web browser you see the default search 
interface in English language (see Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5: Main search interface of competency directory at http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu/ 

By typing phrases into the search field on top, the list narrows directly to all entries that match 
these word-parts either in title or in description (see Figure 6, left). The order of the entries is 
decided by relevance. This is calculated by major weights for title matches and secondary by 
description matches. 

 
12 https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/howto/reverse_proxy.html 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu/
https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/howto/reverse_proxy.html
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Figure 6: Search interface narrows down the list of matching entries while typing 

When you click on one of the SHOW DETAILS buttons, the corresponding entry is opened solely, and 
the URL that can be used to deep-link to this competency is visible. In Figure 5 (left side) you see 
Entry ID 13 Autonomy-driven learning with URL http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu/entries/13. This 
URL can be used in documents to cross-reference the proper competency descriptions. When a user 
opens this URL via a web browser the web frontend is shown as in Figure 5 (right side). It is also 
possible to use these URLs with a client-system that expects machine-readable semantic data in 
JSON-LD format. If the accept header of the HTTP-request is set to application/json the competency 
entries are delivered in JSON-LD instead (Example for the same entry with ID 13 is shown in Figure 
7). 

 
Figure 7: HTTP response for http://cd.openvirutalmobility.eu/entries/13 with accept-header set to application/json 

Finally, the competency directory frontend supports all partner organizations’ languages besides 
English (Dutch, German, Italian, French, Romanian, Spanish). The interface language can be chosen 
by the dropdown on the upper right corner (see Figure 8). The database of competency entries 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23openvirtualmobility
https://twitter.com/openVM_erasmus/
http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu/entries/13
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supports multi-language entries as well, but currently the competency definitions are available in 
English only. If the database would contain translated entries, the search results will reflect the 
language selected from the interface, too. If no translation is available, the English entries are 
shown. Once the language has been selected, the browser is set to remember it on the next visits to 
the web frontend.  
Note on missing translated entries: During the last 6 months of the project period the translations of the 
competencies were created as a joint effort of all partner organizations and are available as reported by 
Output O1. Unfortunately, it was not integrated into the database any more as the provided format needed 
some manual adjustment which was prioritized lower than other duties. Still, with reasonable effort it is 
possible to add the multi-language entries, as the database structure and frontend is prepared for this (e.g. as 
seen in Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 8: Interface language selection 

Comment on editor functionality for competency directory 
As the title of the milestone O3.A1.4 expresses, editor functionality (to update competencies via 
web frontend) was originally planned, too. Due to the vanishing demand from the project 
consortium due to shifting project priorities, this part was delayed and lower prioritized. 
Significantly more time investment was needed for the joint establishing and deriving of the Open 
Virtual Mobility competency framework (see Output O1 reports) and the envisioned ESCO mapping 
of the newly created competency framework.  
Still, the editor functionality is finished in an prototypical state but no user authentication (login, 
profile page) has been securely finished, yet. The editor functionality itself is ready to use (to edit, 
add or delete competencies and their relations within the database) and can be inspected in the 
version control system GIT, branch ‘editor’13. 
Likewise, the ESCO mapping has been finished during the last months of the project period. For 
details please refer to Output O1 reports. Due to project time and budget limitations these 

 
13 https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory/tree/editor 
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mappings have not been added to the database of the running instance at 
http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu until the end of the project, but are planned to be added soon 
afterwards. 

5. Using URLs of competencies with Open Badges 
One additional application scenario to use the direct links to competency entries, is the interlinking 
of Open Badges with the corresponding competency definitions. If an Open Badge is designed as a 
digital certificate for a certain competency or set of competencies, the Open Badge Standard allows 
(since Version 2.0) to reference the competency definitions as so called AlignmentObjects. 
These are a set of well-defined fields in the metadata of an Open Badge as listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1:  Metadata fields for AlignmentObjects of Open Badges (source: IMS Open Badge Spec 2.0 14). Fields marked * are mandatory. 

Property Expected Type Description 

targetName * Text Name of the alignment. 

targetUrl * URL 
URL linking to the official description of the 
alignment target, for example an individual standard 
within an educational framework. 

targetDescription Text Short description of the alignment target. 

targetFramework Text Name of the framework of the alignment target. 

targetCode Text 
If applicable, a locally unique string identifier that 
identifies the alignment target within its framework 
and/or targetUrl. 

 
As targetName we recommend to use the title of the competency (the name, e.g. “Autonomy-
driven learning”) and as targetUrl the direct URL to the competency entry from the competency 
directory (e.g. http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu/entries/13 ). Optionally, the targetDescription 
can be copied, the targetFramework is the name of the competency framework (e.g. Open 
Virtual Mobility skills) and the targetCode is the ID of the entry (e.g. 13). 
 

Using competency mapping in learning design 
There are manifold benefits of using the AlignmentObjects to reference competencies from 
Open Badges. First, if later on, the text of the competency is updated or new cross-references 
(dependencies, successors etc.) are defined, these are automatically visible to the Open Badge user 
because data is no longer copied but referenced. Second, if several Open Badges reference the 
same competencies, these machine-readable information allow detection of similar/identical Open 
Badges, coverage of competency/skill sets and much more. Third, applications that visualize Open 
Badges can use this metadata to fetch the competency information (as JSON-LD data), display it, 

 
14 https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Alignment 
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aggregate the information and navigate the graph of cross-referenced competency definitions. 
Fourth (and finally for now), users can follow these hyperlinks to competency definitions and 
browse the definition (in several languages), find out what prerequisites are defined, what other 
competencies are similar to this one and which other entries the competency framework offers that 
provides such an interactive competency directory frontend (as described in section 3 of this 
document). 
 
Open Badges, which are issued by the OpenVM project, are hosted by project partner Cineca’s Bestr 
platform and all are based on Open Badge Standard 2.0, all contain the proper metadata 
AlignmentObject information for corresponding competency definitions. For a list of existing 
Open Badges in Open Virtual Mobility see https://bestr.it/project/show/107#!#badge. 

6. Conclusion and outlook 
This document provided a summarizing overview over the requirements derived from the projects’ 
aims and the requirement analysis conducted during the first project year. Based on the three-tier 
architecture design with REST-API-based backend, database and single page frontend a good basis 
has been established and been brought into practice to integrate and align learning activities, 
learning resources and digital credentials to semantic competency definitions. A step-by-step 
guideline has been provided about setting up the competency directory to offer one’s own 
competency framework with a REST-API and web interface. Additionally, the use of the frontend, 
search interface, multi-language interface and deep links was explained for interested end users. As 
an example, the up and running instance at http://cd.openvirtualmobility.eu was shown in the 
screenshots. This instance currently hosts all 33 competency and skill definitions of the Open Virtual 
Mobility skills framework. It is integrated into the Open Virtual Mobility infrastructure, e.g. the 
unique URLs are used by the Open Badges, which learners can achieve while taking online courses 
in the Open Virtual Mobility Learning Hub15. 

A more technical insight was given into the use of the unique URLs for entries to fetch the data in 
JSON-LD semantic and machine-readable format. Therefore, the unique URLs to competency entries 
can serve as well as identifiers and can be used as references in the AlignmentObject of Open 
Badges to point to the corresponding competency definitions. This has been explained in the last 
section of the document. 

The published source code16 of the competency directory is actively maintained until the end of the 
project and beyond as long as the Open Source community supports these efforts. 

  

 
15 http://hub.openvirtualmobility.eu  
16 https://github.com/openVirtualMobility/competency-directory  
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